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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 61, 127301
Quintessence arising from exponential potentials

T. Barreiro, E. J. Copeland, and N. J. Nunes
Centre for Theoretical Physics, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton BN1 9QJ, United Kingdom

~Received 21 October 1999; published 11 May 2000!

We demonstrate how the properties of the attractor solutions of exponential potentials can lead to models of
quintessence with the currently observationally favored equation of state. Moreover, we show that these
properties hold for a wide range of initial conditions and for natural values of model parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the redshift-luminosity distance relat
using high redshift type Ia supernovas combined with cos
microwave background~CMB! and galaxy clusters data ap
pear to suggest that the present Universe is flat and unde
ing a period ofL driven inflation, with the energy densit
split into two main contributions,Vmatter'1/3 andVL'2/3
@1–3#. Such a startling finding has naturally led theorists
propose explanations for such a phenomenon. One such
sibility that has attracted a great deal of attention is the s
gestion that a minimally coupled homogeneous scalar fielQ
~the ‘‘quintessence’’ field!, slowly rolling down its potential,
could provide the dominant contribution to the energy d
sity today thanks to the special form of the potential@4,5#.
Non-minimally coupled models have also been investiga
@6–11#. The advantage of considering a more general co
ponent that evolves in time so as to dominate the ene
density today, as opposed to simply inserting the fami
cosmological constant, is that the latter would require a te
rL'10247 GeV4 to be present at all epochs, a rather sm
value when compared to typical particle physics scales.
the other hand, quintessence models possess attractor
tions which allow for a wide range of initial conditions, all o
which can correspond to the same energy density today
ply by tuning one overall multiplicative parameter in th
potential.

There is a long history to the study of scalar field cosm
ogy especially related to time varying cosmological co
stants. Some of the most influential early work is to be fou
in Refs. @12–14#. One particular case which at first sig
appears promising is the one involving exponential potent
of the formV}exp(lkQ), wherek258pG @12–19#. These
have two possible late-time attractors in the presence
barotropic fluid: a scaling regime where the scalar field m
ics the dynamics of the background fluid present, with
constant ratio between both energy densities, or a solu
dominated by the scalar field. The former regime cannot
plain the observed values for the cosmological parame
discussed above; basically it does not allow for an accele
ing expansion in the presence of a matter background fl
However, the latter regime does not provide a feasible s
nario either, as there is a tight constraint on the allow
magnitude ofVQ at nucleosynthesis@17,18#. It turns out that
it must satisfyVQ(1 MeV),0.13. On the other hand, w
must allow time for formation of structure before the Un
verse starts accelerating. For this scenario to be possible
0556-2821/2000/61~12!/127301~4!/$15.00 61 1273
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would have to fine-tune the initial value ofrQ , but this is
precisely the kind of thing we want to avoid.

A number of authors have proposed potentials which w
lead to L dominance today. The initial suggestion was
inverse power law potential~‘‘tracker type’’! V}Q2a

@5,12,19#, which can be found in models of supersymmet
QCD @20,21#. Here the ratio of energy densities is no long
a constant butrQ scales slower thanrB ~the background
energy density! and will eventually dominate. This epoc
can be set conveniently to be today by tuning the value
only one parameter in the potential. However, although
pealing, these models suffer in that their predicted equa
of statewQ5pQ /rQ is marginally compatible with the fa
vored values emerging from observations using SNIa
CMB measurements, considering a flat universe@22–24#.
For example, at the 2s confidence level in theVM-wQ
plane, the data preferwQ,20.6 with a favored cosmologi-
cal constantwQ521 ~see e.g.@24#!, whereas the values per
mitted by these tracker potentials~without fine-tuning! have
wQ.20.7 @25#. For an interpretation of the data which a
lows for wQ,21 see Ref.@26#.

Since this initial proposal, a number of authors have ma
suggestions as to the form the quintessence potential c
take@27–33#. In particular, Brax and Martin@28# constructed
a simple positive scalar potential motivated from supergr
ity models,V}exp(Q2)/Qa, and showed that even with th
condition a>11, the equation of state could be pushed
wQ'20.82, for VQ50.7. A different approach was fol
lowed by the authors of@30#. They investigated a class o
scalar field potentials where the quintessence field sc
through an exponential regime until it gets trapped in a m
mum with a non-zero vacuum energy, leading to a period
de Sitter inflation withwQ→21.

In this Brief Report we investigate a simple class of p
tentials which lead to striking results. Despite previo
claims, exponential potentials by themselves are a promis
fundamental tool to build quintessence potentials. In parti
lar, we show that potentials consisting of sums of expon
tial terms can easily deliver acceptable models of quint
sence in close agreement with observations for natural va
of parameters.

II. MODEL

We first recall some of the results presented in@14,17,18#.
Consider the dynamics of a scalar fieldQ, with an exponen-
tial potential V}exp(lkQ). The field is evolving in a spa-
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 127301
tially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker~FRW! universe
with a background fluid which has an equation of statepB
5wBrB . There exists just two possible late time attrac
solutions with quite different properties, depending on
values ofl andwB :

~1! l2.3(wB11). The late time attractor is one whe
the scalar field mimics the evolution of the barotropic flu
with wQ5wB , and the relationVQ53(wB11)/l2 holds.

~2! l2,3(wB11). The late time attractor is the scal
field dominated solution (VQ51) with wQ5211l2/3.

Given that single exponential terms can lead to one of
above scaling solutions, then it should follow that a com
nation of the above regimes should allow for a scena
where the universe can evolve through a radiation-matte
gime ~attractor 1! and at some recent epoch evolve into t
scalar field dominated regime~attractor 2!. We will show
that this does in fact occur for a wide range of initial con
tions. For a concrete example consider the following pot
tial for a scalar fieldQ:

V~Q!5M4~eakQ1ebkQ!, ~1!

where we assumea to be positive~the casea,0 can always
be obtained takingQ→2Q). We also requirea.5.5, a
constraint coming from the nucleosynthesis bounds onVQ
mentioned earlier@17,18#.

First, we assume thatb is also positive. In order to hav
an idea of what the value ofb should be, note that if today
we were in the regime dominated by the scalar field~i.e.
attractor 2!, then in order to satisfy observational constrain
for the quintessence equation of state~i.e. wQ,20.8), we
must haveb,0.8. We are not obviously in the domina
regime today but in the transition between the two regim
so this is just a central value to be considered. In Fig. 1
show that acceptable solutions to Einstein’s equations in
presence of radiation, matter and the quintessence field
be accommodated for a large range of parameters (a, b).

FIG. 1. Contour plot ofwQ(today) as a function of (a,b), with
the constraintVQ(today)'0.7. The regiona,5.5 is excluded be-
cause of the nucleosynthesis bound,VQ(1 MeV),0.13, and the
upper region due to 1s observational constraints.
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The value ofM in Eq. ~1! is chosen so that todayrQ
'rc'10247 GeV. This then implies M'10231MPl
'1023 eV. However, note that if we generalize the pote
tial in Eq. ~1! to

V~Q!5MPl
4 ~eak(Q2A)1ebk(Q2B)!, ~2!

then all the parameters become of the order of the Pla
scale. Since the scaling regime of exponential potentials d
not depend upon its mass scale@i.e. M in Eq. ~1!#, A is
actually a free parameter that can, for simplicity, be set
MPl or even to zero. On the other hand, as was the case
M, hereB needs to be such that today we obtain the rig
value of rQ . In other words, we requireM4;MPl

4 e2bkB

;rQ . This turns out to beB5O(100)MPl , depending on
the precise values ofa, b andA.

There is another important advantage to the potential
the form in Eq.~1! or Eq. ~2!; namely, we obtain acceptabl
solutions for a wider range of initial energy densities of t
quintessence field than we would with say the inverse po
law potentials. For example, in Fig. 2 we show that it
perfectly acceptable to start with the energy density of
quintessence field above that of radiation, and still enter i
a subdominant scaling regime at later times; however, thi
an impossible feature in the context of inverse power l
type potentials@25#.

Another manifestation of this wider class of solutions c
be seen by considering the case where the field evolu
began at the end of an initial period of inflation. In that ca
as discussed in Ref.@25#, we could expect that the energ
density of the system is equally divided among all the tho
sands of degrees of freedom in the cosmological fluid. T
equipartition of energy would imply that just after inflatio
V i'1023. If this were the case, for inverse power law p
tentials, the power could not be smaller than 5 if the fie
was to reach the attractor by matter domination. Otherw
Q would freeze at some value and simply act as a cos

FIG. 2. Plot of the energy density,rQ , for a520, b50.5 and
several initial conditions admitting anVQ50.7 flat universe today.
The solid line represents the evolution which emerges from e
partition at the end of inflation and the dotted line represe
rmatter1r radiation.
1-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 127301
logical constant until the present~a perfectly acceptable sce
nario of course, but not as interesting!. Such a bound on the
power implieswQ.20.44 for VQ50.7. With an exponen-
tial term, this constraint is considerably weakened. Using
fact that the field is frozen at a valueQf'Qi2A6 V i /k,
whereQi is the initial value of the field@25#, we can see tha
the equivalent problem only arises when

aA6V i22 lna* lnS rQi

2req
D , ~3!

whererQi
is the initial energy density of the scalar field an

req is the background energy density at radiation-ma
equality. For instance, for our plots withai510214, aeq
51024, this results in a bounda&103.

A new feature arises when we consider potentials of
form given in Eq. ~1! with the nucleosynthesis bounda
.5.5 but taking this timeb,0. In this case the potential ha
a minimum atk Qmin5 ln(2b/a)/(a2b) with a correspond-
ing value

Vmin5M4
b2a

b S 2
b

a D a/(a2b)

.

Far from the minimum, the scalar field scales as descri
above ~attractor 1!. However, when the field reaches th
minimum, the effective cosmological constantVmin will
quickly take over the evolution as the oscillations a
damped, driving the equation of state towardswQ521.
This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the evolution
the equation of state is shown and compared to the prev
case withb.0. In many ways this is the key result of th
paper, as in this figure it is clearly seen that the field sca
the radiation (w51/3) and matter (w50) evolutions before
settling in an accelerating (w,0) expansion. Once again, a
a result of the scaling behavior of attractor 1, it is clear t
there exists a wide range of initial conditions that provi
realistic results. The feature resembles the recent sugges

FIG. 3. The late time evolution of the equation of state
parameters (a,b): dashed line~20,0.5!; solid line (20,220) and
VQ'0.7 (a051 today!.
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of Albrecht and Skordis@30#. The same mechanism can b
used to stabilize the dilaton in string theories where the m
mum of the potential is fine-tuned to be zero rather than
non-zero value it has in these models@33#.

In @25#, a quantityG[V9V/(V8)2 is proposed as an indi
cator of how well a given model converges to a tracker
lution. If it remains nearly constant, then the solutions c
converge to a tracker solution. It is easy to see from Eq.~1!
that apart from the transient regime where the solut
evolves from attractor 1 to attractor 2,G51 to a high degree
of accuracy.

It is important to note that for this mechanism to work, w
are not limited to potentials containing only two exponent
terms and one field. Indeed, all we require of the dynamic
to enter one period like regime 1, which can either be f
lowed by one regime like 2, or by the field settling in
minimum with a non-zero vacuum energy. We can consi
as an example the case of a potential depending on two fi
of the form

V~Q1 ,Q2!5M4~ea1kQ11a2kQ21eb1kQ11b2kQ2!, ~4!

where all the coefficients are positive. This leads to sim
results to Eq.~1! for a single fieldQ, with effective early and
late slopes given byaeff

2 5a1
21a2

2 and beff
2 5b1

21b2
2 , re-

spectively. Such a result is not surprising and is caused
the assisted behavior that can occur for multiple fields@34#.
Note that for this type of multiple field examples the effe
tive slopes in the resulting effective potential are larger th
the individual slopes, a useful feature since we requireaeff to
be large.

III. DISCUSSION

So far, we have presented a series of potentials that
lead to the type of quintessence behavior capable of expl
ing the current data arising from high redshift type Ia sup
novas, CMB and cluster measurements. The beautiful p
erty of exponential potentials is that they lead to scal
solutions which can either mimic the background fluid
dominate the background dynamics depending on the s
of the potential. We have used this to develop a pict
where by simply combining potentials of different slopes,
is easy to obtain solutions which first enter a period of sc
ing through the radiation and matter domination eras a
then smoothly evolve to dominate the energy density tod
We have been able to demonstrate that the quintessenc
havior occurred for a wide range of initial conditions of th
field, whetherrQ be initially higher or lower thanrmatter
1r radiation. We have also shown that the favored obser
tional values for the equation of statewQ(today),20.8 can
be easily reached for natural values of the parameters in
potential. This is a big improvement in respect to most qu
tessence models as they usually give eitherwQ*20.8 or
wQ521.
1-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 127301
We have to ask, how sensible are such potentials?
they be found in nature and, if so, can we make use of th
here? The answer to the first question seems to be, yes
do arise in realistic particle physics models@35–40#, but the
current models do not have the correct slopes. Unfortuna
the tight constraint emerging from nucleosynthesis, nam
a.5.5, is difficult to satisfy in the models considered to da
which generally havea<1. It remains a challenge to see
such potentials with the required slopes can arise out of
ticle physics. One possibility is that the desirable slopes w
be obtained from the assisted behavior when several fi
are present as mentioned above.
rd

et
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It is encouraging that the quintessence behavior requ
to match current observations occurs for such simple po
tials.
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